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Network
Rail Pay

Roy McNulty published his report,
‘Realising the Potential of GB Rail’,

on 19 May. The report will inform the
Government’s transport policy, with a
White Paper expect this Autumn. The key
recommendation is: cuts. Savings of
£1bn a year should reduce the cost of
running the rail network by 30%.

The cost-cutting is dressed up as giving
‘passengers and taxpayers ... the fair deal
they deserve from the rail industry.’
Acknowledging UK rail fares are the highest
in Europe and passenger groups’ calls for
reform, Sir Roy McNulty recommends a ‘less
complex and more equitable’ system of
fares. He also recommends no line closures
and a reform of rail franchising.

It might sound friendly and in many ways
logical. But alarm bells should sound when
we hear talk of ‘cost cutting’. The tone is
even more terrifying from Transport
Secretary Philip Hammond: ‘We have to
drive down costs in the railways. The rail
industry, frankly, has not changed as much
as it should have’.

The Labour government commissioned
this report, but after years of research, it has
only identified one major potential saving:
our jobs, wages and conditions!

Sir Roy complains of ‘wage drift’,
suggesting that our wages have risen too
high compared to other industries. So, he
recommends ‘reducing staff costs’ by £260m
out of £740m by 2018/19. He calls for ‘a
review of staffing’ and ‘inefficient’ working
practices, mainly recommending ‘driver only

operation’ to become the standard for rail
services, ie. getting rid of guards!

Wages too high?! Never mind the fact that
a gateline worker at Waterloo, in the heart of
London, at the longest gateline in Europe,
earns little more than £14,000 a year! Too
many staff?! Never mind the fact that staffing
levels are so low that it is standard to leave
national rail stations completely unstaffed!

After 17 years of fighting through rail
privatisation to cling onto wages and
conditions, seeing many disappear along the
way, we are accused of costing our
employers too much! We have only won
what we have fought for. Conditions and
hours in our industry are still anti-social,
unsafe and unhealthy. Wages might be
higher than elsewhere, but only because
workers without a union are paid too little.
When McNulty complains of rail companies’
‘poor management of industrial relations’, he
really means: he would prefer it if we, too,
had no union at all.

Having cut every public service, the
government has worked its way round

to us. Our unions need to take these attacks
seriously. The government is feeling for how
much it can get away with, flexing its
muscles; it would love to be able to take on
and defeat the unions in our industry.

We need to fight this fight as
determinedly as they are; and more!

We need to put forward our own alternative
vision for reducing costs and simplifying
structure: bring the entire industry back into

McNulty:
War on Rail workers
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public ownership! This argument is easier
now that Public-Private Partnership on the
Tube has collapsed. The inefficiency of 20
train operating companies vying for
contracts, subsidised but charging rip-off
fares to make profit is proven; government
subsidies are five times higher than under
nationalisation.

The railway should be part of an integrated
transport system, run by workers, serving the
public and helping the environment. McNulty
is right in one thing: the franchising system is
inefficient and the rail network too
fragmented. But he avoids the obvious
answer and even recommends compounding
existing problems by breaking up and re-
privatising Network Rail.

We need to build links between our rail
unions and passengers. The report

implies that greedy workers are standing in
the way of passengers’ cheaper services.
Don’t let them divide us! We believe travel
should be cheaper, ultimately free, as part of
our belief that the railways should be a public
service.

The government could demand cuts in
jobs, pay and conditions as a condition of
renewing rail companies’ franchises. If so,
our unions should seek a dispute with every
company simultaneously, knocking
companies down one-by-one until they all
cave in.

This should be a cross-union, rank-and-
file-led fight. To make this happen, we should
set up a national reps’ committee. This would
ensure that reps are not just fighting local
battles, but are linked up in a national
network. It would also make it more likely that
national union leaders would understand that
strength of feeling and willingness to fight of
workers at the grass roots.

We should organise fighting funds to
enable sustained industrial action if needed.
With the government’s fighting talk about
further anti-union laws, the unions should
organise their funds to minimise the risk of
sequestration (where union funds can be
seized if the union acts outside of the law).

Our rail unions should not just hope for the
best. We need to start discussing strategies
now. If we look serious about fighting and
the government feels they will face national
strike action if they persist along these lines,
then we can fend off this attack.

The last Labour
government

commissioned Sir
Roy McNulty to
conduct a 'Rail
Value for Money'
study in
December 2009.

So how well qualified is McNulty to
assess 'value for money'?!

McNulty was paid £218,215 for the
report, with a core team of seven who
worked on the study receiving a total of
£968,638.

McNulty is the former chair of
aerospace manufacturer Short Brothers
and of the Civil Aviation Authority. In
1999, the government appointed him to
steer through the privatisation of the
National Air Traffic Service.

He is deputy chair of the Olympic
Delivery Authority, and chair of its
remuneration committee, which oversees
directors' payouts. The eight ODA
directors have shared £1.5m in bonuses.

So .. value for money for fat cats and
private profiteers, maybe. Value for
money for rail workers and passengers
- you're kidding!
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According to an article in the Times (12
May), ‘David Cameron is facing growing

pressure to take on rail unions amid anger
over workshy practices that are said to be
putting the future of the network at risk.’

So the rail unions are putting the network
at risk? Not according to the opinion, for
example, of the Potter’s Bar accident enquiry
judge. He recently ruled that ‘Overall
responsibility for the breach of duty lay with
Railtrack at senior management level and
their failures were significant and extensive.’

The article continues that train companies
are troubled by our unions insisting on ‘a
rigid observance of health and safety
regulations’! So how should we observe
H&S if not rigidly? When he fined Network
Rail £3 million for its part at Potters Bar the
judge said that Railtrack’s standards and
procedures were ‘seriously inadequate’. Is
that the example that train companies want
us to follow then, from one of their own? Is
‘seriously inadequate’ good enough?

Perhaps one of the reasons that union
members rigidly insist on health & safety is
that if we don’t apply the standards and
procedures correctly we can lose our jobs.
We’ve all seen that happen to workmates.
How many senior managers at Railtrack lost
their jobs because of Potters Bar? None!
That makes it a bit easier to see where the
different approaches between workers and
managers to H&S come from. In addition,
our judgement is not clouded by the bonus
culture among senior management which
gives them an incentive to cut corners.

According to a dossier of complaints by
train companies, health and safety is one
example of bitterly defended rights. Of
course it is! We want people to be able to
travel and work safely on the railways.

Other ‘workshy practices’ include a failure
to embrace flexible working (split shifts,

no breaks because of operational exigencies,
etc) and drivers being paid a bonus to work
overtime. Why should we ‘embrace’ these
things without being paid for the sacrifices
we are making?! If we are going to be
making more money for a train company
we’d like a share of it too.

But that is not what the government and
employers want to do. The government
wants to reduce the subsidy it gives to the
railway so that it can pay back the money it
spent to bail out the banks. The companies
know that subsidies will be reduced so in
order to maintain their profits they want to
attack our terms and conditions, employment
law and health and safety regulations.
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Heathrow Express
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Heathrow Express workers have won a
much-improved pay deal - with the

company’s attempted productivity strings
dropped. They achieved it through solid
industrial action following years of sustained
work to build up union organisation.

Virtually all HEx staff are RMT members,
including drivers - an unusual situation within
the industry, and one which has given the
workforce the power of being united in one
union, with all grades able to take action
together. The fact that HEx workers were in
a position to fight for an improvement in an
above-inflation pay offer, when workers
elsewhere are reluctantly accepting
significantly worse, is the culmination of
years of hard work by RMT reps and
activists to build up industrial trade unionism
at Heathrow Express.

The company made a pay offer that was
not good enough and was loaded with

strings, and after months of negotiations had
not improved it sufficiently to make it
acceptable. Although the offer included a
pay increase, this is dependant on workers
meeting attendance criteria - it would have
effectively punished us for being sick or
missing work for other legitimate reasons.

RMT balloted members for industrial
action, with 95% voting Yes to strikes and  a
heavy vote for action short of strikes too,
with a turnout of over 80%.

 The union held a solid 48-hour strike on
27 and 28 May and prepared to follow it with

a series of one-day strikes and overtime
bans if the company did not back down.

RMT members picketed the company’s
main office at Paddington, and while staff
could book on duty at several other points,
hardly any did. The company drafted in some
managers to drive trains and advertised a
half-hour service, but by mid-morning had
achieved nothing like that. As usual, our
bosses showed themselves willing to risk
passengers' safety in order to score a few
PR points, but this time, pretty much failed to
achieve even that.

Following a morning’s lively picketing, a
packed meeting discussed the strike and the
way forward. Reps were confident that
keeping up pressure on management
through industrial action would force them to
drop the strings from their pay offer and give
a decent, above-inflation rise without making
staff pay for it through 'productivity' elements.
HEx  tabled an improved offer, and a big
majority accepted it in a referendum.

RMT missed the opportunity to co-ordinate
the Heathrow Express action with strikes by
London Underground drivers to demand the
reinstatement of sacked union reps. With
both companies’ workforces on strike, travel
to Heathrow airport would have been
knocked out, putting serious pressure on
both companies. But this glitch aside, this
campaign shows that we do not have to
accept rubbish pay offers or ‘strings’ that we
don’t want, and also shows that sustained
efforts to build up trade union organisation
pay dividends.
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In March, London Midland announced
plans to cut 122 full-time and eight part-

time jobs; the number could rise to 300+.
Opening hours will decrease in almost
every ticket office; some will close
altogether. We hear that smaller stations
such as Apsley and Tring and will be
entirely unstaffed.

When left unstaffed, these stations are
already targets for vandalism. Staff regularly
hear reports that ticket machines have been
smashed up for the money inside. Staff from
the next station are put in the dangerous
position of being sent along the line to sort
out the vandalism. Stories like these, and
worse, will become more common if the
stations are unstaffed altogether.

Euston mainline rail terminal is not facing
job cuts. But staff will be put under increased
pressure. In the rush hour, train carriages are
so crowded the guard can’t get through the
trains. Imagine a hundred people descending
on the excess fare window at the other end.
The terminals are busy and understaffed
enough as it is!

The word around the company is that no-
one’s job is safe. During recent negotiations
with the unions on pay, management were
subtly suggesting that the workers had better
not push too hard as they are lucky to have a
job at all!

It’s the same story everywhere. Packed
trains carrying record numbers, staff coping
with more pressure than ever.

London Midland has received over £260m
in subsidies since 2007. London

Midland’s owner, Govia (the partnership
between the Go-Ahead Group and Keolis)
operates 30% of Britain’s rail network. It also
owns Southern, Gatwick Express and
Southeastern. Go-Ahead posted a pre-tax
profit of £50.7m for the second half of 2010.

Yet the company rewards its staff with job
cuts and a climate of uncertainty! It shows
again that economic justifications for
recession-time cuts are nothing but eyewash.
The bosses are using the recession as a
pretext to make organisational changes on
their terms. They want the smallest workforce
and maximum profit possible. For workers,
the recession sharply highlights that the
bosses’ interests are fundamentally opposed
to ours.

These cuts will also hit passengers,
especially those with mobility needs.

Both unions must continue their high-profile
campaigns to get the public on-side. Centro,
the regional transport organisation, politicians
and Passenger Focus have all objected to

London Midland
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Network Rail
signallers

the plans. The public consultation process
drew in 1800 objections.

While we proudly defend our jobs, terms
and conditions, we also care about the
service we provide for the public. If it comes
to taking industrial action on this issue,
London Midland cannot claim to care most for
customers’ needs; our campaign is to protect
services as well as jobs!

It is important that our reps, and our national
unions, lead a real fight against these job

cuts, rather just negotiating terms of defeat.
Our representatives must be clear that an
attack on jobs in some locations is an attack
on the workforce as a whole. Anyone based
in an area not losing jobs in the current
attack should refuse to believe that they can
live with this jobs cull. It will be your turn next!

RMT and TSSA have so far been united in
their opposition. Continued unity will keep the
campaign strong.

RMT has indicated that industrial action is
on the horizon if it did not receive satisfactory
assurances that there will be no compulsory
redundancies and that processes will be
adhered to for the reduction of ticket office
opening hours. Perhaps that will be the best
outcome we can hope for. But surely at the
outset we should set our sights higher with
the simple demand: no job cuts! Voluntary
redundancies are still bad: they mean fewer
jobs on the employment market for the rising
number of unemployed, increased workload
for the staff who remain, and a worse service
for passengers.

The demand ‘no job cuts’ would protect
staffing levels and the level of service for
customers. We should make the most of
public support and go into this fight with
confidence.

Network Rail has announced plans to cut
signallers from 6,000 to 2,000 over the

next 30 years. NR plans to centralise signal-
boxes, and to reduce ECRO centres from 13
to 2 and halve the number of Electrical
Control Room Operators it employs.

The pretext for this is new technology. We
welcome technological progress that makes
our work easier, safer and more effective.
But we do not have to accept that it has to
lead to job cuts. Instead, new technology can
be used to bring about improved services,
reduced working hours and better conditions,
without loss of jobs or pay.

We will no doubt hear lots of hyperbole
about 'Victorian signal boxes' that should
have closed years ago. But these do not
account for 4,000 jobs! Many boxes are not
dilapidated, and centralising their functions
would lead to many signallers being unable
to work locally to where we live. And closing
local boxes could lead to closing local lines.

RMT reacted by stating that it will not
accept compulsory redundancies, expects
NR to abide by the PTR&R, and wants
shorter hours, more leave and voluntary
retirement at 55. These demands are all fair
enough, but without the union also stating
that it will fight the job cuts per se, it sounds
too much like it intends to haggle over how
the jobs are cut, not whether they are cut.

Instead of going into battle offering to
discuss the terms of defeat, we should
declare our intention to fight to defend jobs,
and get rank-and-file signallers together to
plan an effective strategy for doing so.
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Marching for Jobs

Workers rallied in Derby on 23 July to
protest the loss of 1,400 jobs at the

Bombardier train manufacturing plant.
The losses come as a result of

the government’s decision on 16
June to award the £1.5 billion
contract for new carriages for the
Thameslink rail line to German
manufacturer Siemens.

After the rejection of their rival
bid, Canadian-owned Bombardier
announced on 5 July that it would
cut 1,400 jobs (446 permanent and
983 temporary) from the current
workforce of 3,000 at its Derby
site, where rail rolling stock has
been built under various
ownerships for 171 years.

The cuts explode the Tories’ story that job
losses and attacks on pay and conditions in
the public sector will be compensated for by
an expansion of private sector jobs.

Nationalise Bombardier
Derby

Bombardier Derby currently manufactures
train carriages for London Underground,

London Midland, and Stansted Express, but
all three contracts are due to finish in
December 2011. Bombardier claims that it
would have cut up to 1,000 jobs whether or
not it won the Thameslink contract.

RMT, which represents some workers at
Bombardier Derby, says that the knock-on

effect of the closure could be the further loss
of 13,000 jobs in Bombardier’s supply chain
and in other businesses. This is not because
the skills and the equipment in Derby are

useless, could not be adapted to
other production, or even are not
needed for rail rolling-stock
production. There is a significant
need for an increase in rolling-
stock production; there is plenty of
work that Bombardier Derby could
be doing.

Unions should demand that
Bombardier Derby is nationalised,
under the control of the people
who work there. There is a
precedent for even Tory
governments nationalising big
companies to prevent economic

devastation. In 1971, Edward Heath
nationalised aerospace engineers and car
manufacturer Rolls-Royce (also Derby-
based). However, nationalisation in-and-of-
itself is not enough.

Nationalisation on the model of the
Northern Rock nationalisation in 2007, when
the failing bank was taken into state control,
downsized (resulting in significant job
losses), streamlined, made fit for profitability
and handed back to the private sector, is not
the answer. Unions should fight for
democratic public ownership, and for
Bombardier to be run directly by elected
committees of workers who can manage the
company on the basis of social need.

Save Bombardier Jobs!
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Workers vs Bosses, not
British vs German

Some of the rhetoric against the
government’s decision, including from

the unions, has shaded into the territory of
‘British jobs for British workers’. RMT’s
Executive, though, has agreed a good policy
which states that this is a class issue of
workers vs bosses rather than a nationalist
one of British vs German. It has told the likes
of UKIP and the BNP that it will not allow
them to poison the campaign with divisive
nationalism.

The unions are demanding that the
government award the contract to
Bombardier instead of Siemens. But while
this may appear to be the immediate and
obvious solution, it may not be. Not only
might this not prevent the Bombardier job
losses, it might also cause German workers
(and maybe some British Siemens workers
too) to lose their jobs.

We should link up workers in different
countries and train-building companies in a
united campaign to defend train building.

Fight to Win

If we consider human and ecological need,
rather than profit, it is clear that there are

more than enough trains that need making to
provide work for both Siemens and
Bombardier workers. And if not trains, then
other items that the plant’s productive
capacity could be easily converted to make.
The Thameslink contract does not represent
all the work that could be, or needs to be,
done by a plant like Bombardier Derby.

A fight to save jobs at Bombardier should
be part of a class fightback to impose a
working-class programme to combat
austerity across the whole of society.

We need an urgent unionisation driver to
get the temporary workers, as well as their
permanent workmates, into the union.

The entire workers’ movement should
throw its weight behind the Bombardier
Derby jobs fight and support Bombardier
workers in taking whatever action
necessary to save their jobs —
demonstrations, strikes, occupations and
beyond.
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Some recent disputes have, to great
effect, employed the sorts of tactics and

strategies that can turn an industrial dispute
into a real weapon, used to force
concessions from bosses rather than just to
register a protest.

A dispute on London Underground to win
the reinstatement of sacked union reps,
strikes at Rawmarsh school in Rotherham
against job cuts, and the Southampton
council workers’ strikes, are proving that
there is an alternative way of conceiving of
and running industrial disputes. In the case
of London Underground and Rawmarsh they
have already won. What are they doing
differently, and how can railworkers learn
from them?

Rank-and-file democracy

In Southampton, at Rawmarsh and on
London Underground, rank-and-file

democracy has been crucial. Socialists
involved in each dispute have fought for as
much control as possible to be given to
democratic bodies representing the
grassroots membership.

Strikes need leadership, but that doesn’t
mean unaccountable union officials telling
ordinary members what to do.

Rail workers should initiate a national
union reps’ committee to make sure there is
a way for grassroots activists to have a say
over the direction of the battle against
McNulty.

Organise

Even in a workplace like the London
Underground combine, which has

relatively high levels of union density and a
history of militancy, strikes will not
automatically be solid.

Every strike needs to be backed up by
ongoing organisation, before and in between
strike days, to make sure workers on the job
– union and non-union – know what’s going
on, know the arguments and know how to get
involved.

RMT’s rank-and-file Train Grades
Committee organised very effectively.
Meeting as regularly as necessary, it fixed up
a tour of workplaces, so that every depot was
visited by activists, some several times. It
ensured that newsletters were produced, and
that updates were circulated and
management and media propaganda
countered promptly.

This has happened in Southampton and
Rawmarsh. In Southampton, mass meetings
on picket lines have helped keep members
informed and involved.

Real demands

In the recent Tube workers’ dispute to win
reinstatement for sacked RMT reps Peter

Hartshorn, Eamonn Lynch and Arwyn
Thomas, the demand was singular and clear:
reinstatement, and nothing less. The
industrial campaign would continue until both
men were back in London Underground
employment.

How to Win
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In the Rawmarsh strikes, the National
Union of Teachers (NUT) made the demand
for the withdrawal of all threatened
redundancies central to the strike. Workers
knew that they weren’t striking in general
protest against what management was
doing, but were active participants in a
campaign aimed at winning specific
concessions and forcing specific action from
their bosses.

Take strategic action,
escalate where necessary

At Rawmarsh, when sustained strike
action had worn management down to

the extent that only one worker now faced
redundancy, instead of de-escalating they
stepped up their and began working a two-
day week. Management soon caved.

On London Underground, activists worked
out a strategy that involved 48 hours’ worth
of strike action, but strategically spread
across shifts to ensure an entire week’s
worth of disruption.

Southampton also shows how strikes can
be creatively planned to do the maximum
damage to management plans. The council
workers’ strike is indefinite and ‘rolling’;
different sections of the workforce strike on
different days, for a week at a time, ensuring
the impact is spread as widely as possible
across the council’s functioning. The
walkouts are supplemented with ongoing
campaigns of action short of strikes (such as
work-to-rules and overtime bans), meaning
that even when particular sections are not on
strike, they are still having an impact.

Rolling and selective action could be used
to great effect on the railway by bringing out
different grades of workers at different times
to maximise impact.

Strike pay

“I can’t afford to take strike action” is
perhaps the most often-heard reason for

people to cross a picket line. Sometimes it is
a disingenuous excuse to scab, but it can
represent a real financial concern.

In both the Rawmarsh and London
Underground disputes, workers knew that
strike pay was available. Unions in the
Southampton council workers’ dispute are
also paying strike pay, taken from branch
funds but supplemented by financial support
from the unions nationally.

Build a strike solidarity
movement

Strikes need solidarity to win. In
Southampton, action has been

complemented and fed into by regular
demonstrations, rallies and mass meetings
that give supporters of the strike a chance to
actively participate.

The NUT at Rawmarsh and RMT on
London Underground also turned outwards,
building campaigns of solidarity and inviting
support from local and national labour
movement bodies. The anti-victimisation
campaign used the internet effectively,
including the LabourStart website.

<><><>

The result? Peter, Eamonn and Arwyn are
all back at work. It has been a victory

that has bucked the trent of recent defeats
and boosted morale.

Strikes based on these tactics have a
much better chance of winning than one-day
protest strikes. If railworkers can fight for
tactics like these to be used in the upcoming
battles against McNulty, as well as in our
local and company-specific battles, we have
a chance of defeating the Tories’ and
employers’ plans.



Q. Why is the Government making
massive cuts in public spending?

A. Because it cares about financial
institutions not about ordinary people's

needs.
Week to week, governments get cash for

their spending by selling bonds to
international financial institutions. The ability
to sell with a low interest rate for payment
depends on the international financial
institutions having confidence in government
finances.

So these cuts now are all about keeping
the banks and international institutions that
fund day-to-day government expenditure
happy.

There is another reason too. The Tories
have always hated public services: they
opposed pretty much every move to extend
state provision and bring industries - such as
the railways - into public ownership, and want
everything to be run for profit. They now
smell an opportunity to con everyone into
believing that cuts are ‘necessary’ so they
can pursue their goal of replacing public
provision with private profiteering.

Q. So are cuts are an economic
necessity?

A. No. They are only 'necessary' if you go
along with the economic theory the

Tories subscribe to: keep the banks happy at
all costs. They are for a 'business-led
recovery', which means doing whatever is
good for capitalism and to hell with jobs,
services and people's lives.

Q. So why make the cuts if they are
not necessary?

A. The Tories - supported by their
coalition partners, the LibDems - are

arguing that the cuts are necessary even
though they are not.

This is because they are ideologically
opposed to public services, as they
serve the interests of private capital and the
market instead. They see the current crisis
as the perfect pretext to dismantle the
welfare state.

Q. Does the government have any
other option than to make cuts?

A. Yes, it has plenty of alternatives - or it
would have, if it had the political will to

avoid cuts.
The government could continue with a

large budget deficit for a while. It could cut
Trident replacement (about £30 billion) and
military spending (£37 billion a year). It could
end fat-cat pay to public-sector bosses.

It could stop private-sector fat cats like the
companies which have dumped train
operating franchises, or the former owners of
London Underground's Infracos, walking
away from public contracts with loads of
money. Private companies which have
invested in schools and hospitals are paid
back many times over under Private Finance
Initiatives (PFIs). These repayments could be
cut.

The government could cut the deficit by
raising taxes or cutting spending.

Are Cuts ‘Necessary’?
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Marxism

It is choosing to lower taxes for the most
wealthy (corporation tax - already the lowest
in Europe) and cutting public spending.

Q. Will the Government take up these
alternatives?

A. No, not unless they fear the
consequences.

Nick Clegg has already told us he fears
'Greek-style unrest'. Our unions need to
come together for sustained industrial action.
We should work with workers in other unions
who also face cuts.

Get involved with the local anti-cuts
committee in your area. We can build a head
of steam to eventually take on the
government through national demonstrations
and a general strike.

Q. So what do we need instead?

A. We need a workers’ plan for the crisis -
a programme of radical action that will tackle
the recession in the interests of working-
class people.

The box to the right outlines what that Plan
might include, with wealth taken from the
bankers and big capitalists and spent on the
public services that working-class people
need.

Ultimately, we need to fight for our own
government, a workers' government - a
government that stands up for our interests
and services, just as the Tory government is
doing the bidding of international capital.
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No cuts to jobs and services! The
unions should fight to win, not just to
protest. For workers' unity across Europe.

Tax the rich! VAT should be cut, not
raised. Seize the banks’ huge wealth!

Wages that match the cost of living!
Wages, pensions and benefits should be
inflation-proofed. No attacks on benefits.

Jobs for all! Share out the work by
reducing the working week to 35 hours -
cut profits, not pay. Nationalise firms
declaring mass lay offs.

Free education for all. Fight the fee
increase, scrap fees, no graduate tax - a
living grant for every student.

Decent homes for all. Fight the attacks
on council housing and Housing Benefit.
Mass council house building.

Free the unions. Defend democratic
rights. Defy and campaign to abolish the
anti-union laws. Defend the right to
organise and protest, against police
violence and intimidation.

Open the books. Access to company
accounts so we can challenge the bosses'
version of what is affordable and work out
how to solve the crisis on our terms.

Fight racism and its causes. Unless
we fight, it will be the far right that reaps
the political benefit from the Tory attacks.

Demand that Labour fights. The
unions should fight to make Labour pledge
to reverse the cuts and scrap the anti-
union laws. Demand that Labour
councillors refuse to implement the cuts.
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Since we last reported, East Midlands
Trains has sacked another guard’s

rep, this time under the Managing for
Attendance procedure. We lost a ballot for
strike action and action short of strike to
defend Heather Turner (a previously
sacked rep) so we did not ballot in this
instance. Both cases are now at different
levels of the Tribunal machinery.

To rub salt in the wound, the company
also made a divisive pay offer this year.
They offered two awards - one that would
be better for the guards and another that
was better for all the other train crew
excluding drivers.

As the guards are a minority in this
constituency the company knew that they
would be outvoted when it came to a
decision on the offer.

It is hard not to get the impression that
EMT take some kind of vindictive pleasure
in doing the guards down. Or maybe they
are still getting revenge for the strike
action the guards took a few years ago.

On a positive note, RMT’s recruitment
campaign amongst Select Service

Partners (SSP) and Rail Gourmet catering
workers is ongoing.

In the case of Rail Gourmet, there was
initial concern from some of the long-
established RMT traincrew, who rightly
pointed out that RG was being used to
undercut terms and conditions. Eventually
most of this resistance was allayed, as we
explained that we could not stop the
company employing who they wanted on
whatever terms and conditions they wanted,
but we could recruit the Rail Gourmet
workers to the union and then fight to get
their terms and conditions improved.

The union has also uncovered unfair
treatment of Rail Gourmet staff when they
apply for external EMT jobs. Unsurprisingly,
given the poor terms and conditions, there is
a high turnover of staff on RG, and so to
‘help’ RG maintain its service, EMT have
been excluding RG staff when it comes to

consideration for these ‘external’
jobs.

We suggest that EMT could kill
two birds with one stone here:
bringing the catering service
currently provided by Rail
Gourmet in-house and paying
them the same as other catering
staff would both reduce the staff
turnover and guarantee that the
service was provided.

East Midlands Trains
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In May, Israel Railways
workers held wildcat

strikes following the arrest
of union leader Gila Ederi
(pictured) and nine others.
They were arrested while
demonstrating against
railway privatisation near
the house of the Israel
Railways chair, Uri Yogev.

Strikes started the following morning. The
National Labour Court ordered the strikers
back to work, but workers claimed that
because their union leaders were in prison,
the message could not get through to them,
so they stayed out! The authorities had to
release the union activists, but issued them
with 30-day restraining orders, instructing
them to stay away from Maccabim, where
Yogev lives. Ederi, Israel’s only female union
leader, says that police officers beat her.

Israel’s govenment, led by the right-wing
Likud party, is threatening to take unilateral

steps to 'reform' the railways, including 'an
immediate outsourcing of maintenance of the
new rolling stock, and a new employee
supervision and enforcement mechanism'. In
other words, privatisation plus a workplace
clampdown. Sound familiar? The rail
workers, who have a militant union, are
fighting back - and their campaign has cited
the disastrous example of British Rail!

Here's something else that might sound
familiar: The media is demanding restrictions
of the right to strike, perhaps a law against

strikes in central
government services. At the
same time, the railway
workers continue their
battle; they are fighting to
start a legal, official strike
against privatisation.

In mid-May, at the end of
a long hearing at the Tel
Aviv District Labour Court,

representatives of the workers' committee
and Israel Railways management agreed that
they would hold talks through until July 1.

Palestinian workers at the Salit quarry in
Israeli-controlled West Bank are in the

second month of a strike over management’s
refusal to sign a contract they had agreed.

The workers are organised by the Workers’
Advice Centre, a union of Arab and Jewish
workers which tries to plug the gaps where
Israel’s major trade union federation, the
Histadrut, does not organise: many Israeli
unskilled workers and Arab workers.

The same government that is pushing
privatisation and repressing workers'

struggles also continues its violent
oppression of the Palestinian people.

This September, the Palestinians plan to
declare their own state alongside Israel.

We should support the Palestinians'
demand for national self-determination,
and support the struggles of Israeli and
Palestinian workers against the bosses
and the government.

Support Israeli
Railworkers!



is a quarterly pamphlet, plus
bulletins as needed for particular
campaigns or disputes.

is written by railway workers - all
our reports are from the front line.
Names are left off so that writers can
tell their stories and express their views
without fear of victimisation.

is for all rail workers, whatever
your grade, location or employer,
whatever trade union you are in.

aims to provide information to rail
workers, support to our struggles, and a
forum to discuss strategies.

welcomes and will publish
reports, comments and opinions
from all rail workers.

is fiercely pro-union, but is
independent of the union head offices,
so is not chauvinist about any particular
union, and is free to criticise the unions’
leadership when we feel it is necessary.

has a statement of aims called
‘Fantasy Union of Rail and Transport
Workers’: get a copy when you
subscribe.

is published by the socialist group
Workers’ Liberty, but aims to be a
platform and an organising tool for all
activists who share our basic outlook.

can be sent to you in the post -
send a fiver to the address below, or
phone us to arrange subs for
multiple copies.

can be contacted at:
PO Box 823, London SE15 4NA
07941-777632
off.therails@btopenworld.com
www.workersliberty.org/offtherails

A chance is presenting itself for a stronger
trade union movement in the transport

industry, with a possible RMT/TSSA merger.
This is a positive step. RMT has 80,000

members and TSSA 30,000. If we could one day
also get ASLEF to join us in creating a single
union, we could virtually write our own terms to
management.

But as well as welcoming the prospects of
merger, we need to shape how it will happen.

When unions merge, their leaders have a
nasty habit of prioritising the preservation of their
comforts and positions. Some mergers have
seen the most bureaucratic aspects of each
union brought forward into the new union, with
the more democratic parts conveniently dropped.
Instead, we need to fight for our merged union to
be as democratic as possible, with maximum
rank-and-file power and the best features of
each union brought into the new union, and
obsolete, bureaucratic structures dumped.

We need our unions to be less secretive and
more honest about this merger process. We
want up-to-date, detailed information on how it is
progressing to members of all unions involved,
including details of how we can have our say.

We should also remember that the point of
merger (for the rank-and-file, anyway) is to make
us more united and effective against the bosses.
So let’s building that fighting unity in the
workplaces now - starting with our fight for a
better pay deal and our ongoing battles against
job cuts.

Let’s be ready for the day we have one
union and the bosses have no option but to
take us seriously.

RMT and TSSA
to Merge?


